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Abstract
Those various cross-sectional vessels in trees transfer water to as high as 100 meters, but the
traditional fabrication methods limit the manufacturing of those vessels, resulting in the
non-availability of those bionic microchannels. Herein, we fabricate those bionic microchannels
with various cross-sections by employing projection micro-stereolithography (PµSL) based 3D
printing technique. The circumradius of bionic microchannels (pentagonal, square, triangle, and
five-pointed star) can be as small as 100 µm with precisely fabricated sharp corners. What’s
more, those bionic microchannels demonstrate marvelous microfluidic performance with strong
precursor effects enabled by their sharp corners. Most significantly, those special properties of
our bionic microchannels enable them outstanding step lifting performance to transport water to
tens of millimeters, though the water can only be transported to at most 20 mm for a single
bionic microchannel. The mimicked transpiration based on the step lifting of water from bionic
microchannels is also achieved. Those precisely fabricated, low-cost, various cross-sectional
bionic microchannels promise applications as microfluidic chips, long-distance unpowered
water transportation, step lifting, mimicked transpiration, and so on.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

According to the cohesion-tension theory proposed by Dixon
and Joly in 1894 [1], the water loss caused by transpiration
reduces the pressure of the water in leaves lower than atmo-
spheric pressure [2–4]. The reduced pressure from transpira-
tion and the capillary force from microscale vessels rise the
water from soil to the leaves to maintain hydration [5]. Dir-
ectional antigravity water transportation via xylem is the key
factor for natural trees to grow higher, even though water grav-
ity and path length resistance drastically increase with the
height of trees [6]. Far more than an interesting natural phe-
nomenon, researchers have done lots of work focusing on such
a phenomenon in the past few decades due to their potential
applications such as oil recovery [7], solar steam generator
[8–10], water diode [11], and so on [12, 13]. However, the lim-
itation of those vessels with various cross-sections and sharp
corners challenges us a lot, and the unrealized fabrication of
those bionic microchannels severely limits their experimental
study and practical applications.

Numerous efforts have gone into the fabrication of
microchannels by employing various planar approaches [14].
Soft lithography technique can be used to produce arrayed
microchannels. In addition, micro-hot embossing and etch-
ing techniques have been employed for fabrication of those
microchannels with high aspect ratio of height and width.
Meanwhile, people make use of micro-injection molding to
process some integrated microfluidic system [15, 16]. How-
ever, those previously used methods cost a lot of time and
money for fabricating even simple microchannels. On the
other hand, thosemethods are limited tomanufacture 2D struc-
tures, and it is difficult to fabricate various cross-sectional
microchannels simple and cheap at hand [17]. With the devel-
opment of microchannels in recent years, more and more
researchers find that 3D microchannels with non-circular
and non-rectangular cross-sections demonstrate better micro-
fluidic performance [18, 19]. Most importantly, it has been
shown that bionic science makes a significant difference on
designing next generation unpowered water transportation
devices [20, 21]. Therefore, fabrication of bionic microchan-
nels with various cross-sections is in urgent need for those
various significant potential applications.

The fast development of 3D printing technique brings the
dawn for solving such an issue [22–25]. As a layer by layer
manufacturing method, 3D printing technique can not only
fabricate arbitrary shaped complex structures, but also sat-
isfy the requirements of ‘what you see becomes what you
get as soon as possible’ [26, 27]. Based on 3D printing tech-
nologies, numerous achievements about tissue engineering
[28, 29], MEMS [22], metamaterial [30, 31], battery [32, 33],
microrobots [34, 35], wearable devices [36, 37], human-
machine interface, etc [38, 39] have been obtained. Recently,
the 3D printed bioinspired surfaces and channels are attract-
ing more and more attention [40–43]. Among which, unique
structures from araucaria leaf [2], nepenthes alata [21], mos-
quito eyes [44], springtail [45], cicada wings [46], lacewing
[47], water strider [48], and hummingbird tongue [13] have
been mimicked. Recently, cellular fluidics [49] has also been

proposed inspired by porous microchannels inside trees. How-
ever, the bionic microchannels with various cross-sections
are merely fabricated and experimentally studied. Herein,
inspired by the vessels in trees, we proposed an innovative
way to fabricate various cross-sectional bionic microchan-
nels by using the projection micro-stereolithography (PµSL)
based 3D printing technique, which could precisely tailor the
geometric features of the structures based on the accumula-
tion of material inside photo-curable resin. The precisely prin-
ted bionic microchannels demonstrate marvelous microfluidic
performance by elevating water with an ultrahigh speed. Most
significantly, the various cross-sectional bionic microchan-
nels are also used for the mimicked transpiration with their
extraordinary performance on antigravity step lifting of water.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Fabrication and characterization of bionic microchannels

Capillary force inside the vessels in trees enables the antigrav-
ity water transportation within it (figure 1(ai)), which provides
sufficient water for the leaves through arbitrary cross-sectional
microchannels (figures 1(aii) and (aiii). Herein, inspired by the
vessels inside trees, we designed and fabricatedmicrochannels
with various cross-sections by using PµSL based 3D printing
technique with hydrophilic photo-curable resin (figures 1(b)
and S1, supporting information). The contact angle of a printed
flat surface is around 55◦ (figure S2, supporting information).
As shown in figure 1(c), circular microchannel, pentagonal
microchannel, square microchannel, triangle microchannel, as
well as five-pointed star microchannel are designed based on
those various cross-sectional vessels inside trees. Furthermore,
micro-computerized tomography (micro-CT) images demon-
strate the detailed inner morphologies of the printed bionic
microchannels (figures 1(d) and S3, S4, supporting inform-
ation), demonstrating that the inside morphologies of those
printed various cross-sectionalmicrochannels arewell consist-
ent with the designed geometric parameters.

We vertically inserted those printed bionic microchannels
with different sizes and morphologies into a reservoir full of
dyed water to study their microfluidic and self-siphon per-
formance (figure S5, movie S1, supporting information). The
blue dyed water is employed to enhance the visualization. We
find that all of these various cross-sectional bionic microchan-
nels present marvelous self-siphon behavior (figures 1(e),
(f) and S5, supporting information). However, the flowing
speed of the water inside different cross-sectional microchan-
nels varies a lot. Specifically, a five-pointed star microchan-
nel presents the fastest flowing speed among all of those
various cross-sectional bionic microchannels, while a cir-
cular microchannel shows the slowest microfluidic velocity
(figure 1(e)). Moreover, the final states of water inside these
bionic microchannels also vary a lot due to the morphologies
of them (figure S6, supporting information). The water is well
bound inside a five-pointed star microchannel. However, the
water flowing in pentagon microchannels is not confined well,
and the water came out a little at the end of the microchannel
(figure 1(f)).
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Figure 1. Design and fabrication of various cross-sectional bionic microchannels by PµSL based 3D printing technique. (a) Vessels
with arbitrary cross-sections inside a tree. (b) Schematic of the fast up-bottom fabrication by a PµSL based 3D printing technique.
(c) Cross-sectional schematic view of the 3D printed mimicked microchannels. (d) Top and cross-sectional views of the morphologies of
fabricated microchannels obtained from micro-CT. (e) and (f) Self-siphon phenomenon inside two different cross-sectional bionic
microchannels.

2.2. Microfluidic performance of bionic microchannels

The capillary force is mainly affected by the cross-section and
size of microchannels, liquid-air surface tension, as well as the
contact angle of materials for microchannels [50]. We studied
the influence of the bionic microchannel’s cross-sections on
the capillary fluidic performance for those bionic microchan-
nels by setting their circumcircle’s diameter and length to
400 µm and 20 mm, respectively. In addition, the internal
angle of five-pointed star microchannels is 36◦ (figures 2(a)
and (b)). The cross-sections of the microchannels make a big
difference on the water transportation speed obviously. We
find that the velocity of the water increases with the decrease
of the corner’s angle (movie S2, supporting information).
The slowest average velocity of a circular microchannel is

31 mm s−1, while a five-pointed star microchannel presents a
higher microfluidic velocity, which is 46 mm s−1 (figure 2(a)).
Moreover, the microfluidic performance of different cross-
sectional microchannels is shown in figure 2(b). The results
reveal that the difference mainly originates from the different
velocity at the end of the microchannels due to the different
capillary forces based on their cross-sections.

We further studied the effects of corner’s angle inside of
the microchannels on their microfluidic performance by vary-
ing the internal angle (ψ) of 20 mm length five-pointed star
microchannels (figure 2(c)). The average velocity of the water
inside the bionic five-pointed star microchannels reaches the
maximum about 46 mm s−1 when the internal angle (ψ) is
36◦, while the average velocity decreases with the increase
of ψ (movie S3, supporting information). Figures 2(d) and
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Figure 2. Microfluidic performance of various cross-sectional microchannels. (a) The average water transportation velocity for different
cross-sectional microchannels. (b) The microfluidic performance of different cross-sectional microchannels. (c) The influence of internal
angle (ψ) of five-pointed star microchannels on water transportation velocity. (d) The microfluidic performance of five-pointed star
microchannels with different sizes (D). (e) The influence of D on water transportation velocity for five-pointed star microchannels. (f) and
(g) The calculated microfluidic performance of circular and five-pointed star microchannels.

(e) present the effects of microchannel’s size on its micro-
fluidic performance by using five-pointed star microchannels
with ψ= 36◦. The average velocity of the water transportation
inside microchannels increases with the increase of the cir-
cumcircle diameter before reaching the maximum with a cir-
cumcircle diameter of 400 µm (movie S4, supporting inform-
ation). The combination effects of weak entrance effect and
fast transportation velocity after entering the microchannels
contribute to the fastest average velocity for one with a cir-
cumcircle diameter of 400 µm. Then, the average velocity
decreases with the increase of the circumcircle diameter after-
wards. In addition, all of these microchannels with a circum-
circle diameter smaller than 400 µm are filled with water.

However, when the circumcircle diameter of five-pointed star
microchannels is larger than 400 µm, the water is unable to
arrive at the top of the microchannels with a height of 20 mm
(figure 2(e)). Also, the larger the circumcircle diameter of the
microchannel, the lower the height the water can reach.

The comparison of the microfluidic performance for a
circular and a five-pointed star microchannel has also been
revealed by the calculation (figures 2(f) and (g)). The cross-
sections of bionic microchannels make a big difference on
the meniscus phenomenon within the microchannels. A five-
pointed star microchannel demonstrates larger meniscus angle
comparing with that of a circular one. In addition, a five-star
microchannel exhibits strong precursor phenomenon which
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Figure 3. 3D wetting states of microchannels obtained from Micro-CT. (a) Front view of the 3D wetting state of water capillary rise inside
of different cross-sectional microchannels. (b)–(i) Top view of the 3D wetting state of water capillary rise inside different bioinspired
microchannels from the top to the bottom.

cannot be found inside a circular microchannel. As a result,
the capillary force for antigravity and acceleration of water
along the axial direction of a five-pointed star microchannel
is much larger than that inside a circular one (figures 2(fiii)
and (giii)). The flowing characteristics of those other cross-
sectional microchannels are also calculated (figure S7, sup-
porting information).

Micro-CT was also used to reveal the different microfluidic
performance of various cross-sectional bionic microchannels
(figure 3). The water reaches different heights within dif-
ferent cross-sectional microchannels with a five-pointed star
microchannel presents the best microfluidic performance at
the same time (figure 3(a)), which is consistent with the res-
ults in figure 2. The five-pointed star microchannel exhibits
the best water precursor effect (figure 3(b)), resulting in the
fastest water transportation (figure 2(a)). In addition, triangu-
lar and rectangular microchannels also exhibits strong pre-
cursor effect (figures 3(c) and (d)), which contributes a lot
to their amazing microfluidic performance. In contrast, there
is almost no precursor effect for those other kinds of bionic
microchannels because there are no sharp corners inside of
them (figure 3(ei)). In addition, it can be seen that the velocity
of precursor is almost triple of that of the bulk water inside
a five-pointed star microchannel (figure 3(b)). The results
clearly reveal that there is stronger precursor effect for a bionic
microchannel with sharper corners. The higher water flowing
velocity inside such a microchannel (figure 2(d)) demonstrate
that the precursor effect dominates the marvelous microfluidic
performance of various cross-sectional bionic microchannels,
especially for five-pointed star microchannels.

2.3. Mimicked step lifting transpiration

The capillary force for the antigravity water transportation
(h= 2γ cosθ/ρgr with γ,θ,ρ,g,r are respectively liquid-air
surface tension, contact angle, density of liquid, local acceler-
ation due to gravity, and the radius of channel) within a single
bionic microchannel is limited. We experimentally studied the
step lifting phenomenon by using our bionic microchannels
whose length was 20 mm each with a diameter of 400 µm
(figure 4(a)). Water is transported from the reservoir to the
top end of the first layered microchannels due to the capillary
force. Then, the water come out from the end of microchan-
nels with absorbent paper on the first stage. Next, the second
layered microchannels absorb the water from the absorbent
paper on the first stage and transport the water to the second
stage. Repeatedly, the water will be step lifted to higher and
higher stages. The results show that the dyedwater can be elev-
ated to more than 60 mm, even though the length of a single
microchannel is only 20 mm, demonstrating that the infinite
anti-gravity water transportation can be achieved by our bionic
microchannels with step lifting stage by stage.

Based on step lifting phenomenon enabled by our bionic
microchannels, we carried out a series of experiments to
imitate transpiration of plants to absorb water from a tank,
transport it via step lifting with the bionic microchannels
and release water to air enabled by photothermal effect of
laser (figure 4(b)). The wavelength of our laser is 795 nm.
We employ regularly arranged various cross-sectional bionic
microchannels to step lift water for transpiration. The length
of a single five-pointed star microchannel is 20 mm with a
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Figure 4. Step lifting for mimic transpiration. (a) Water step lifting. (b) Experimental setup for testing the performance of mimicked
transpiration. (c) The relationship between the layers of step lifting and water loss. (d) The effects of microchannel’s cross-sections on water
loss at different light intensities. (e) Real-time tests of water loss for triangle and five-pointed star microchannels. (f) The relationship
between the size of bionic microchannels and mass loss. (g) Real-time tests of water loss for different sized bionic microchannels.

circumcircle diameter of 400 µm. It can be seen that the num-
ber of stages almost makes no difference on the water evapor-
ation rate by our step lifting structure (figure 4(c)), validating
its great performance on step lifting mimicked transpiration.
Then, we chose a three layered step lifting structure for fur-
ther investigation of mimicked transpiration. The water mass
loss rate shows almost no dependence on the cross-sections
of bionic microchannels, but the intensity of the laser affects
the water evaporation rate a lot (figures 4(d) and (e)). The
reason is that the water transportation capability of different
cross-sectional microchannels enabled by the capillary force
is much higher than the water evaporation rate. As a result, the

water evaporation rate increases with the increase of the laser
intensity.

We chose five-pointed star microchannels to study the
effects of sizes on their imitated transpiration performance.
Similarly, the sizes of the bionic microchannels make little
difference on the water evaporation rate because the laser
intensity dominates such a process, which can be validated
by the increasing water evaporation rate with the increase of
the laser intensity (figures 4(f) and (g)). We also fabricated an
artificial tree trunk (figure S8, supporting information) with
regularly arranged various cross-sectional bionic microchan-
nels. As shown in figure S8(a), supporting information, the
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geometry parameters of different cross-sectional microchan-
nels are precisely controlled, and the distance between two
adjacent bionic microchannels can also be adjusted accur-
ately. Similar to the mimicked transpiration for a single bionic
microchannel, the water evaporation rate for such a mimicked
‘tree trunk’ is mainly affected by the laser intensity (figure
S8b, supporting information), though the total evaporation rate
is tens of times of that with only one single bionic microchan-
nel irradiated by the same laser intensity.

3. Conclusion

A series of various cross-sectional bionic microchannels
inspired by vessels inside trees with marvelous microfluidic
performance were designed and fabricated by using PµSL
based 3D printing technique. The microfluidic performance
of bionic microchannels depends on their sizes and cross-
sections, and a five-pointed star microchannel presents the best
microfluidic performance among all of those various cross-
sectional bionic microchannels. Inspired by the infinite water
antigravity transportation of natural trees, we additionally fab-
ricated a stepped structure with parallel bionic microchannels,
which exhibits marvelous step lifting performance because of
the remarkable antigravity water transportation performance
of our bionic microchannels. Most significantly, mimicked
transpiration was carried out based on the merits of our vari-
ous cross-sectional bionic microchannels and their step lift-
ing performance irradiated by a laser, achieving a maximum
vaporization rate of 500 mg h−1 for a single microchannel.
We believe that our various cross-sectional bionic microchan-
nels enable better design of microfluidic devices, which prom-
ise them wide applications for solar water evaporation, bio-
detection, microfluidic chips, heat sink, and so on.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Fabrication of various cross-sectional microchannels

The proposed various cross-sectional bionic microchannels
were fabricated by PµSL based 3D printing technique (BMF-
P140, China), who demonstrates fast manufacturing speed
and high precision in a layer-by-layer manner with the most
advanced digital micro-display (DMD) technology. We firstly
designed and built 3D models by a CAD software, and then
those 3D structures were sliced into a lot of 2D digital images
with corresponding cross-sectional structures. After that, these
images were transferred to the DMD as the dynamic mask pat-
terns. For different structures, we control the exposure time
(405 nm UV light) to the liquid resin. Then, a layer is solidi-
fied on the platform with the similar feature of the first 2D pat-
tern. Next, the platform moves down below the photo-curable
resin, and the resin flows smoothly after staying for a few
seconds. Finally, a new layer is fabricated on the top of the
former layer with the same way. Such a process is repeated
until the whole structure is fabricated. The biggest projection
area is 14.5 mm × 8.2 mm with a resolution of 1920 × 1080,
and a pixel size is 7.56 µm × 7.56 µm.

4.2. Measurement of water transportation inside of bionic
microchannels

We tested the water transportation process inside of our bionic
microchannels with a high-speed camera (NAC Memrecam
HX-7 s). First, we filled a large petri dish with dyed water as a
reservoir. Then, we inserted our printed bionic microchannels
into the reservoir vertically and slowly. The whole process was
recorded by the high-speed camera.

4.3. Mimicked transpiration

First, water was sucked from the reservoir to the top of the arti-
ficial leaf (fiber). Then, the laser irradiated on the evaporator
for water evaporation. The weight of the water in reservoir was
monitored by an electronic microbalance with an accuracy of
0.001 g in real-time (Radwag AS 60.220.R2).

4.4. Characterization of morphology

The cross-sectional shapes of these bionic microchannels were
characterized by a microscope (MJ31, Mshot) first. Then, the
detailed inner morphologies of these bionic microchannels
were measured by a micro-CT (Skyscan 1272).

4.5. Measurement of the contact angle

The contact angle was tested by a measuring device from
SINDIN Company (SDC-100). We placed a printed flat sur-
face on the stage of the measuring device. Then, a 2 µl water
droplet squeezed out from a syringe needle was placed on the
top of the printed flat surface. Finally, the side view of the
droplet placed on the printed flat surface was transmitted by
an acquisition system to a software to obtain the contact angle.

4.6. Simulation of the microfluidic performance inside of
bionic microchannels

The simulation is conducted based on the two-phase level-set
method with a commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics
5.3) by considering all of the inertial effects, dynamic effects,
and incident effects.
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